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Notes on the HIA document drawn up by RTI Sistema snc and Katri Lisitzin
Following up on the request made by the city of Vicenza and the personnel in charge of
drafting the HIA (Heritage Impact Assessment) to produce observations on the same
document, we bring to your attention the following considerations:
1) Premise
The document subject of our evaluation derives from the communication (ref.
CLT/HER/WHC/8555/ITAS/MR) submitted on January 15th 2016 by the director of the WH
Centre, Dr. Mechtild Rössler, to the Italian delegation at UNESCO. The letter is requesting
to promptly provide comments relevant to the enclosed technical review compiled by
ICOMOS (December 2015) on the state of conservation of the property “City of Vicenza
and the Palladian Villas of the Veneto”.
Such communication was transmitted to the Municipality of Vicenza by the Secretary
General - Service I on February 2nd 2016. The Municipality disclosed this communication
to the public only on June 14th 2016, during a press conference. The time elapsed and
the events that took place over the past months (in particular: the continuation of
political and administrative duties concerned with decisions on part of the municipal
administration relating to the subject UNESCO), demonstrates that the Municipality of
Vicenza has not considered worthwhile to give urgent attention and priority to the
requests presented by UNESCO.
The comments to the technical review were forwarded to ICOMOS from the Municipality
only on December 21st 2016.
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On the other hand, citizens and associations, in addition to the many complaints
submitted (from which the inspection in progress was generated, with the related
request for an HIA issue), continue to highlight the need for an accurate evaluation of the
work undertaken by the municipal administration. Their attention is not only focused on
matters already subject to HIA, but also on operations that are not included in the
technical review issued by ICOMOS, and that we believe will result in comparable
degrees of alteration to the state of conservation of the property. During the scheduled
meetings, the list of the critical points has been brought to the attention of the technical
team in charge of HIA, however, these were not reported in the compiled
documentation.
2) HIA initiated with urgency? HIA expression of an independent entity?
In the final “Recommendations” section of the technical review issued by ICOMOS, there
is the request to “initiate with the maximum urgency an HIA aimed at evaluating the
cumulative impacts on the city of Vicenza and the villas located in its vicinity of the
projects already carried out and of those planned or deriving from the revision of the
planning / programming instruments at local , regional or national level”. In subsequent
paragraphs it is stated that “in ICOMOS’ view, the above mentioned HIA should be
prepared by an independent entity with experience in the sector (…)”.
With regard to the request of urgency, we highlight the following:
•

The Municipality, with doc. n. 1267 dated 17/06/2016, has proceeded to assign
the job via an open European tender. The bid was closed on 27/07/2016.

•

The Municipality, with doc. n. 1924 dated 14/09/2016, has decreed winner of
the bid RTI Sistema snc and Arch. Katri Lisitzin.

•

The contract was signed on 16/11/2016 (PGN. 0146112/2016), therefore two
months later. In our opinion, an unjustified delay without motivation.

With regard to the neutrality and independence of the group appointed towards the
duty fulfilled, we highlight the following:
•
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It is known that the company Sistema snc has already completed several jobs for
the Municipality of Vicenza, and that some of these are involving aspects that
could affect the condition of “independent entity” requested by ICOMOS for the
selection of the entity appointed for the HIA (variants to the urban instruments).
Specifically, we are referring to the appointment obtained by Sistema snc to
conduct a survey using the Delphi method to evaluate the agreeable opinion of
parties interested with regard to the high-speed railway project. This
appointment was assigned by doc. n. 1052 dated 24/06/2015, regarding exactly
one of the three projects analyzed by ICOMOS in its technical review and for
which an urgent evaluation through the HIA is requested. The Delphi method
aims to achieve the consent of interested parties in reference to a specified
project. In the job proposal accompanying report (job plan PG n. 61297), with
regard to the associations and environmentalist groups that have been opposing
the project and the methods it makes use of, Sistema snc declares:
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“Environmentalist associationism: it is a matter of positions present in all
realities and certainly active in Vicenza, they are strongly characterized and often
non-inclined to confrontation. Nevertheless, they cannot be left out of
consideration and in some cases they allow to point out better questions and
projects”.
These statements, which appear to us as being quite serious, elucidate the
prejudiced attitude of Sistema snc towards citizens and associations that have
manifested their opposition to the works, including those citizens and associations
active in bringing to the attention of UNESCO the many violations of the Guidelines
for the Implementation of the World Cultural and Natural Convention (1972).
§

Due to the aforementioned points and their implications, we believe it is necessary
to present our concerns regarding the appointment for performing the HIA to
Sistema snc. See our letter sent on August 23rd 2016 to the mayor and officer
responsible for procedure, with copy to secretary general, directors of WHC and
ICOMOS (REF. CTL/HER/WHC/EUR/9125). The concerns therein outlined also refer to
the completion of the proceedings of the bid (specifically with regard to the setting
of the jury), towards which the control board should pay the correct attention.

3) General evaluation of HIA with list of relative deficiencies found.
As stated by Arch. Lisitzin, the HIA has been issued following the outline given by “Guidance
on Heritage Impact Assessments for Cultural World Heritage Proprieties” (ICOMOS, Jan.
2011).
As it is known, the HIA is finalized at evaluating the effects of potential changes and
developments of the context in which the property is inserted, transformations that could
compromise its Outstanding Universal Value.
In order to achieve coherent and unanimous results by all the parties involved, the guidelines
to prepare the HIA provide helpful and precise indications on the method to be adopted (cfr.
“Appendix 1: Heritage Impact Assessment Processs” in “Guidance on Heritage Impact
Assessments”, cit. p. 13).
We believe that the HIA document presented in this case is the result of a greatly simplified
approach compared to that suggested by the guidelines of ICOMOS. It appears
heterogeneous in terms of the themes observed and the levels of evaluation achieved.
Specifically, there are missing references for the following: (i) methodology development and
operational framework for the work to be performed (so called “project of HIA”); (ii) aims of
the work to be performed (goals and purposes); (iii) procedures and functions of the public
consultation with the aim to achieve the agreement of different opinions among the parties
involved, such as the State Party, regional and local governments and their official
consultants, representatives of local communities and the citizens (see ”Appendix 2: Scoping
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Reports Contents” in “Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments”, cit. p.13);(iv) targets and
results for each matter subject to HIA; (v) spreading of the results and of the acquired
knowledge.
During the press meeting held on January 19th 2017 with the purpose to illustrate the HIA
document, Arch. Lisitzin stated very clearly that what was being presented is not the final
version of the document. According to the architect, the final document will be finalized
after further steps that will be carried out during the coming months. Does this comply with
the restrictions of the bid?
Furthermore, the architect underlined how the time available for the drawing up of the
document was limited (three months). Generally, an HIA requires at least six months per
each project, states the expert: such amount of time is needed in order to gather a most
comprehensive knowledge of the matter as well as to allow for confrontation with all the
subjects involved in the most useful and productive way. According to Arch. Lisitzin, this is
the first case of an HIA covering three projects (to which the Municipality decided to add
three more, clearly unaware of the effort required to draft a serious and reliable HIA) much
different from each other in terms of the type of works analyzed and for their executive
development.
The remarks pertaining to this part are related to:
§

Absence of the sources of the documents consulted for the editing of the HIA
(bibliography; list of websites consulted; list of documents and administrative acts);

§

Absence of indication about “third parties” participating in consultation activities in
the HIA, as well as on the documents produced by these and forwarded to the
working group (the meetings were not held in a plenary context, but rather
subdivided between holders of specific interests and holders of wide-spread
interests);

§

Absence of information on the subjects interviewed to understand how many of
them were representing the public administration, with specific responsibilities in
respect to the matter, how many from the scientific society and from the civic
community.

The wording of the text, in several parts quite descriptive, does not allow to distinguish
between what belongs to documents produced by other authors and what has instead been
originally produced by the working group. From the scientific perspective, this way of
proceeding appears to be extremely incorrect.

4) Specific evaluation of HIA with list of relative deficiencies found.
The specific remarks that we are making to HIA mainly concern the lack of attention, in the
meaning of cause and effect, of the procedures utilized for the projects under evaluation and
for those planned.
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The analysis of the planning instruments is given in a very simplified and didactic manner.
This appears particularly evident and therefore very bad, for what regards the local planning
tools (PAT, PUM e PI from which derives PUA). These are missing the analyses and
considerations that should allow to highlight the programming aspects which have, and still
could, resulted in works that are in evident contrast with the UNESCO recommendations (e.g.
the HD/HC railway line; the revitalization project for the so-called “west spine” from Borgo
San Felice to Ponte Alto; the urban development project in the southern part of Valletta del
Silenzio; the planned works within the historic center; the project for the completion of the
Vicenza ring road; the Parco della Pace; the construction of the new trolley bus line). It is
worth recalling how PAT as well as PI, their relative variations and works plans, as well as the
PUM, have been wanted and produced by the municipal administration who has the duty to
preserve the property. It appears clear how this last aspect, with the exception of a few
required steps, has not found any implementation in the urban planning policy nor has lead
to consult with the WH Centre as requested by the Guidelines for the Implementation of the
1972 Convention (paragraph 172). Perhaps it is for such reason that the municipal
administrators and officers not only have never questioned the compatibility of the projects
with regard to UNESCO recommendations (with severe damage to the integrity of the
universal value) but they also appeared completely surprised and lost every time citizens and
associations were presenting questions or enquiries about these matters.
Moreover, we underline the lack of uniformity of the comments accompanying the
explanations of the projects. Such an absence of balance in the assessment drives to believe
a different knowledge of the single cases and their effective impacts with regard to the
subject matters set by UNESCO. It is more than evident that a non-objective assessment may
condition and impugn the quality of the document and therefore its utility and efficacy.
Regarding the specific1 projects we here present some simple considerations with reserve to
submit a more detailed assessment in occasion of the Advisory Mission:
A) Military installation USA Setaf “Del Din (former airport Dal Molin) - Parco della Pace”
Firstly, it must be clarified that these are two projects that are entirely different by nature
and impact on the territory. It is hence inappropriate to analyze and assess them as one unit.
The HIA evades all the “thorny” subjects related to the choice to install a new US military
base in Vicenza, in violation of art. 6, par. 3 of the Cultural and Natural Heritage Convention
(1972). The negative effects brought by this installation are numerous and they have been
repeatedly denounced in different public offices by citizens and associations, commencing
from:
§

The severe alteration of the hydrogeological system (the most macroscopic:
complete destruction of the drainage) as a consequence of the construction of the

1

It is useful to note that the titles utilized in the following list are the same as found in the HIA (ch. 6,
par. 3).
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military base placed next to the residential area of Vicenza, Humanity Heritage site.
The structure of the base is laid over a foundation of massive, total piling;
§

The very heavy increase of soil consumption in an area, central Veneto, where the
territory of Vicenza is located, already abused by this phenomenon;

§

The danger for the local population under vital risks having increased the stock of
sensitive targets in an urban area among the most militarized in Europe (see press
news where it is reported that inside the base there are premises classified “NBC”,
Nuclear, Bacteriologic, Chemical);

§

The need to adequate the infrastructural system in order to grant the full functioning
of the base: development generated by the typical and complex functions of a
military base as “Del Din” is, equipped with a substantial vehicle fleet, even if up to
date it is accessible only by a municipal road for agricultural use;

§

The choice to prioritize the hydraulic safety of the base to the detriment of the
hydraulic safety of the city by means of hydraulic works directed to the advantage of
this option: raising the Bacchiglione river banks; creation of a water overflow basin in
Viale Diaz; nearly total occlusion of the drainage canal of Viale Ferrarin.

Parco della Pace is a case to itself, as it is the result of the achievement of partial mitigations
offered to counterbalance the damages suffered by the city as consequence of construction
of the new military base. In the HIA document there is no mention of procedures chosen for
the consultation process related to the planning of the park, as described during the
meetings organized by the appointed working team and subject to the attention of WHC
(REF. CTL/HER/WHC/EUR/9271 of 17/11/2016). From what is known, the park should take
form thanks to a project that enhances its artificiality, completely foreign to the
surroundings. It is clear (and partially already calculated) that the new park, with its
outrageous managing costs, will contribute to impoverish the financial sources destined to
the already existing parks, such as the historic Parco Querini, Giardini Salvi, Campo Marzio, as
well as the neighborhood parks. Thus far there has been no attentive estimation of costs /
benefits made to this regard. We believe these aspects require more thought and attention.
This part of the HIA document, however, is particularly confusing, obscure and contradictory.
B) Service and residential complex in the former Cotonificio Rossi area
This project is potentially the best documented, as it has been object of complaints and
appeals promoted by citizens and environmental associations. Such legal acts brought to the
sequestration of a portion of the construction site by order of the Court of Vicenza, which
started a wider investigation to identify penal and administrative responsibilities. Even in this
case the HIA report does not include any references for the information provided in the text,
hence not allowing for the reader nor for whom needs to take count of the HIA results to
achieve an understanding of the technical-scientific weight of the report. We note how the
description of the project alternates technical apodictic affirmations to negative and
peremptory judgements, such as those reported on page 69 “The realization of the PIRUEA
ex Cotorossi has destroyed this network of buildings grown slowly in harmonic relationship
for the use of building materials and heights with regard to the dominating hills and to the
river extending towards the confluence of two rivers, has upset the road system even
6
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excluding the presence of pedestrians, has caged in the Retrone river banks, has imposed
volumes with unbearable heights , destructive of a skyline over the city and the crown of the
hills”. Considering that the settlement is neighboring with the core zone and the buffer zone
of the city, and that it is located at less than 500 meters from the Villa Rotonda, we believe
that the damage to the OUV is clear and irremediable if not by the means of demolition of
the artifacts. We believe that this project, being probably the most damaging under the
aspect of pressure on the property, must be studied with greater attention during the HIA in
order to reach clear and indisputable evaluations.
C) HD/HC Railway Line project connecting Milan-Venice
It is important to firstly state that the previsions of the newly planned HD/HC railway line are
not included in the territorial planning. Generally, in confirming the needs and utility of this
project as well as its significance in terms of the transformation of the territory, the city
planning previsions are fragmented and patchy. It is unclear how the HIA could take an
appropriate stand regarding the project if the objective data of the project are not evaluated.
The observations made in the previous evaluations hold true also in this case. There is an
absence of precise technical-scientific references; the presence of apodictic assertions (the
realization of the HD/HC line as conditio sine qua non to be able to finalize the metropolitan
regional transport system; the assurance that the realization of the new tracks will not
generate an increase of space pertinent to the railway); etc.
The three projects proposed by RFI to the municipality in August 2015, have been described
in a synthetic and didactic manner, with focus being on the evaluation of the third project
chosen by the municipal administration as the preferred one.
In the specific of this setting little or nothing is analyzed. The options are critically analyzed
for a carriage bridge and for a combined pedestrian and bicycle bridge to overpass the
railway barrier on the South side, considering the elimination of the existing overpasses.
However, there is no mention to the hydraulic overflow basin planned in Gogna, not directly
connected to the railway needs but to those of the re-utilization of the industrial zone. Its
construction, confronted with the other basins already built and those underway, involves
the heavy loss of the environmental and landscaping characters of an extraordinary rural,
green wedge that laps the Southwest hills and the historic center. In the same way, no
judgement is expressed regarding the trolley bus line which would cross the city from West
to East, with consequences for the integrity of the historic urban scenario and on the
functional reorganization of considerable portions of the city. The comments regarding the
forecasted construction of new blocks of buildings along Corso San Felice, that are part of
specific planning forecasts and that are directly affecting parts of the buffer zone, even if
severe, have been produced without references to the sources.
It is also important to note that the recent press declarations of the Mayor are allowing to
understand how firm the intentions of the municipal administration are to carry on with this
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project without paying any particular attention to the correct reception of the UNESCO
recommendations and their restrictions.

D) By-pass roads system
The appellation “By-pass roads system” (Sistema delle tangenziali), for who knows it and its
declination in the territorial planning pertaining to the Veneto and Vicenza context, could be
deceiving. The “by-pass roads system” refers to the project “SITAVE – Sistema Tangenziali
Venete” (By-pass roads System of Veneto), a project promoted by Regione Veneto and by
various other stakeholders, for the doubling of the A4 motorway in its Veneto portion. We
believe that such a project, even if not listed among those to be submitted for assessment,
deserves special attention and we are hence here including it in the list of this document.
The observations put forward in the evaluations for the previous points A-C hold true here as
well.
We report the absence of precise technical-scientific references, the presence of apodictic
assertions (benefit of the by-pass roads in the view of decreasing traffic passing through the
city without any reference to costs/benefits). It is also obvious that the authors of the HIA do
not have a clear picture and are not updated on the development project dating back to the
agreement of 2003 “regarding the completion of the by-pass road of Vicenza”. This is
elucidated by the following cross-references:
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•

a plurality of infrastructures that are indefinite and indefinable (by-pass roads
system, by-pass roads project, by-pass road North, by-pass road East, by-pass
road West, variant SP46, etc.) in reference to project status already obsolete (cfr.
record of agreement 18/12/2009) and already annulled by later acts (as in the
case of the possible connection of ex variant SP46 today called “1st section, 1st
cut of the by-pass road” with the North of the province in direction of the towns
of Schio and Thiene and with the future “pedemontana”);

•

absence of latest traffic data (those reported in the HIA document are
concerning a different project and are, furthermore, related to a draft arranged
by the province of Vicenza and already at the final writing out);

•

to the planning status of the entire work that up to date, in spite of the rules in
force, appears to be lacking a preliminary project apart from the 1st section 1st
cut indicated in the HIA “tender in progress through integrated contract” instead
the correct status is: tender closed and assignment of the contract;

•

at the worsening of the environmental conditions and at the awareness that the
indications provided by the citizens, by the associations, and even by the
agricultural sector, to highlight that in the ANAS studies there were proposed
hydraulic sceneries finalized to converge towards some solutions instead of
others (e.g. near the junction to by-pass road South). By means of example: high
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levels of pollutants (PFAS) to the soil and to the ground water resource have
been recorded exactly in the area where the Southern junction of the by-pass
road is planned, at a short distance from the underpass of Ambrosini Road.
Therefore, strong perplexities are aroused by the fact that the HIA document omitted to
assess the effects of the “memorandum of understanding” dated 28/08/2013 – act strongly
wanted by the municipal administration of Vicenza that has excluded the neighboring
municipalities of Caldogno and Monticello C. Otto – on the preliminary and definitive
planning of the completion of the Vicenza by-pass road. The planimetry enclosed in the
memorandum highlights the US military settlements that the by-pass road would connect
(Caserma Ederle, Villaggio della Pace, Del Din – Dal Molin) with the declared aim to
“harmonize the enlargement of the American military settlement with the needs of Vicenza’s
community”. After more than three years, not a single preliminary project has been
presented.
In the HIA document, the North portion of the by-pass road is rightly considered as being
greatly damaging for the territory and for the increase of soil consumption that would result
from it. On the other hand, an adequate assessment is not expressed regarding the negative
pressures and the threats to the OUV which may result from the 1st section 1st cut of the bypass road (the so called West tract ) assigned on the 27/01/2017 and now in course of
integrated executive planning, so exactly while HIA was in progress. The analysis of the rural
scenery of this part of the territory, part of the monumental complex of Villa Zileri (and of
the hilly landscape system of Monteviale and Monte Crocetta) is totally omitted in the HIA
document. Such an analytical gap hinders the comprehension and the correct evaluation of
the negative effect caused by this infrastructure, hence nullifying the utility of the HIA. The
citizens who wanted to express their worries with regard to this work, even in the form of
violation of UNESCO’s recommendations, complain that the working group has not taken into
proper consideration the contributions presented in the course of the three meetings with
the associations, nor the documents produced and forwarded to the technical group. Such
documents provided useful information for the drawing up of HIA, e.g., valuable architectural
elements, landscaping, cultural and environmental considerations; the evaluation of the
project of the alternative line with minor soil consumption; the diversion of the heavy traffic
on the Valdastico motorway; absence of an adequate traffic study on the part of the drafters
of the project; traffic flows which are showing exceptional values not supported by objective
and concrete feedback; the lack of the EIA / VIA in respect of the planned overpass and of
the enormous roundabout connecting to Viale del Sole.
Without a doubt such a work more than satisfying the needs of the city appears to want to
satisfy (at least for the most part) the requirements presented by the settlement of the new
US military base Del Din. In this respect our opinion is that all the forces that have
accompanied the project of the by-pass road have very little or nothing to do with the real
needs of this territory.
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E) Requalification project of the former San Biagio complex
The observations put forward in the evaluations for the previous points A-D hold true here as
well.
We report the absence of precise technical-scientific references; the presence of apodictic
assertions regarding the utility of the intervention. The transfer of the Historical Archives
that was originally due to occupy the entire complex with the addition of services useful also
to the city, is transformed into a real estate revaluation project. The public utilization (State
archives) justifies and prompts the intervention of requalification of the area. However, this
then leads to mixed functions (commercial-residential) at exclusively private use and
advantage in absence of a serious evaluation of costs and benefits generated by this work. It
is the system used almost everywhere in town wherever this type of situation may appear.
The paradigm of the implementation method is given by the PIRUEA of the former Cotorossi
at Borgo Berga.

F) Urban previsions of the PI near Villa Trissino Cricoli
The evaluations presented in the HIA in this case seem to have sufficiently and correctly
gathered the great contradiction contained in the planning instrument of the PI, which
legitimates and promotes, through PUA, operations of great impact on the territory and the
landscape, in this case also on the protected property of UNESCO. It should be remembered
that the PI (Piano degli Interventi), as well as the PAT (Piano di Assetto del Territorio), has
been drawn up by the director of the urbanistic department of the Municipality of Vicenza.
It should be considered as the product of the political and technical will of the same
authority which covers also the position responsible for the preservation and integrity of the
property. That is to say that the lack of attention and sensibility is a major characteristic of
the municipal administration that with its way of operating empties of meaning the concept
of Universal Value of the Property, favoring instead the impairment of the UNESCO heritage.

5) Interventions deserving to be evaluated by HIA, which have been pointed out to the
working group but unfound in the document:
ON THE SCALE OF URBAN INSTRUMENTS
§ Careful analysis of the previsions of PAT and PI in key respect to the guidelines which
guarantee the conservation of the UNESCO heritage;
§ Analysis of the “Master Plan of the Historic Center (2013) containing many directions
regarding the desirable transformations of areas and buildings of the historic center
favoring, among others, the selling of public properties and the increase of
privatization. According to the declaration of the city planning assessor, the
document will be at the base of actions promoted by the Municipality within the
limits of the historic center;
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§ Careful analysis of the previsions of the PUM (Piano Mobilità Urbana) contributing to
the radical transformation of the urban historic landscape and interfaces with all the
decisions regarding the matter of infrastructural projects (HD/HC and By-pass road)
pertaining to the city.
ON THE SCALE OF SIMILAR PROJECTS AND STUDIES
§ Reference and comparison with the project “Update and completion of the
managing plan regarding the evaluation of the environmental and accidental risks
to the heritage of the UNESCO property” ref. det. dirig. N. 2643 of 23/11/2016
which we believe cannot have any effect (as apparently it seems not to have) in the
valuation of HIA.

ON THE SCALE OF SPECIFIC INTERVENTION
§ Deplorable state of conservation of a large part of public properties that in many
cases are a significant portion of the historic building network right next to Palladian
buildings (e.g. former Slaughter-house in Viale Giuriolo-Piazza Matteotti; Palazzo
Serbelloni in Contra` Oratorio dei Proti; San Biagio; San Rocco; etc.);
§ Substandard state of maintenance of a large number of open spaces in the historic
center, many of which border with Palladian buildings (e.g. Piazza Matteotti; Parking
area Santa Corona; area former theater Eretenio, today used as a parking area
without any consideration of the nearby presence of Palazzo Piovene Civena; etc.);
§ Miserable state of most of the historic center streets which are always dirtier and
frequently obstructed by the so-called “ecological islands” receptacles for garbage
and dirt; generally blocked off by cars;
§ State of neglected care of most of the urban parks: Parco Querini; Giardini Salvi;
Campo Marzio; Parco di Villa Guiccioli;
§ Lack of care for the protection of the views and the optical landscaping cones (e.g.
Viale Margherita)
§ Building developments in buffer zone (e.g. university campus in Viale Margherita),
we fear these have never been reported to UNESCO offices, hermetically closing the
view from the South side of the Bacchiglione river and the visual cones towards the
historic center and the hill of Monte Berico;
§ Trivialization of the landscape (e.g. interference in Valletta del Silenzio), particularly
those in correlation of the villas integral parts of the site, and also of the agricultural
green wedges (e.g. Gogna);
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§ Actions targeted at the alienation of the municipal buildings patrimony, and more in
general it’s public, with consequences with respect to the actual capacity by the
municipality of a balanced negotiation with private parties.

6) Suggestions to improve the HIA document:
1) Adopt as a model of development of the HIA project the indications listed in
Appendix 1 and 2 of ICOMOS guidelines;
2) Reduce the introduction of the report: much information and data are well known to
all those who have requested urgently the drafting of an HIA for Vicenza and their list
is redundant with respect to the purpose for the document;
3) Highlight the relationship between analysis and evaluation of individual projects as
they do not emerge with the necessary clarity;
4) Quote all references appropriately;
5) Summarize the different tabs on individual assessments to understand the cumulative effects of pressure on the whole of the property;
6) Add a glossary of terms and acronyms;
7) Add bibliography and list of websites consulted;
8) Add appendix with notes produced by third parties;
9) Define the procedures for the dissemination of the HIA document and knowledge
acquired.

Certain to be able to have your kind reply.
Cordially,
Francesca Leder

(lrf@unife.it)
with: Alberto Peruffo, Emilio Bagarella, Mario Basso, Romana Caoduro, Enzo Ciscato,
Francesca Corà, Patrizia Corà, Giovanni Marangoni, Annetta M.Reams, Margherita Verlato
for: Unesco for Vicenza |group of civic initiative
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